Capítulo 8
Carlos and Jamie bring the produce they bought for the restaurant to El Arcángel.
Carlos asks his parents if they get their produce from all of the haciendas. His
father informs him that it comes from everywhere, except la Jacaranda, because
their prices are higher and the quality is inferior. After the Navarros leave, the
couple discuss possible reasons why Silvestre hadn't changed the title on the
property. They suspect that by not doing so, he could avoid being responsible for
the contamination. Carlos drops Jamie at home and asks hopefully if he'll see
Jamie the following day. She reminds him of their plans to go to shopping and
tells him how silly he is. The foursome go downtown, and Jamie and María wait
outside while Felipe and Carlos go to the sweet shop. María has caught a cold,
and as Carlos shows his concern and offers her favorite candy, Felipe jealously
looks on. When Felipe presents María with some sweets, Carlos obnoxiously
informs him that "bombones" are not her favorites. Jamie suggests that the guys
and girls split up to finish they’re shopping. Later, at the pharmacy, Felipe needs
to purchase some toiletries. When Carlos says that he wants to buy María
something for her cold, Felipe jumps all over him and accuses him of still being in
love with María. Carlos denies this and starts shouting that it would make no
difference anyway because he, Jamie, and the other students would all return to
the States anyway. It's obvious that he has begun to care deeply for Jamie and
that the end of the summer and the consequent separation worry him terribly.
Felipe is embarrassed by Carlos' shouting and asks him to quiet down. When
Felipe mistakenly uses the false cognate "estoy embarazado" which really means

I'm pregnant, Carlos uses the situation to put down Felipe's Spanish. Likewise,
Felipe makes fun of Carlos' English. Later that evening, while Carlos and his
friends serenade Jamie under her balcony, Felipe comes by and realizes that
Carlos is no longer interested in María but has his eye on Jamie. In the last scene,
Carlos and Jamie meet with the director of Operación Áztlan. Although Carlos
presents him with proof of the contamination in Profesora Maldonado's report,
the director explains that Aguilar is a powerful man in Querétaro and nothing can
be done. Carlos angrily stomps off and Jamie goes after him. Carlos explains to
Jamie how important it is to protect México. When Jamie tells him that his life is
there, Carlos adds that his life is in México, but it's a life that includes Jamie. She
gently reminds him that she'll be returning to her home, and Carlos insists that
México is her home, too. Even though she's fascinated by México and by Carlos,
she insists that she's from the States.

